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Manage the talent pipeline for educators in alternative environments

EdForce Solutions: Innovative pipelining to solve teaching shortage

TutorEd: Comprehensive learning support for students
Scaling Test Prep for Teachers At Risk

• Partnership to support Atlanta Public Schools “Grow Your Own” initiative

• For the past several years, PCG has helped these teachers with in-person coaching.

• PCG & Core Learning Exchange have partnered to facilitate this coaching using the Core-LX mastery-based learning platform

• Solution requires assessing and developing both subject matter knowledge and basic test taking competencies.

38% of SPED Teachers Fail certification exam on first attempt
Core Learning Exchange Solution

• PCG partnered with Core-LX b/c common work on CASE & CLR
• PCG licensed white label version of Core-LX
• PCG & Core-LX developed a competency-based model for test for Praxis and WEST-E
• PCG developed test-taking success factors framework
• PCG provided its scope and sequence for its coaching framework
• Core-LX transformed it into a personalized competency-based course by defining a set of open badge awards
It starts with CASE...

Open SALT

- PCG Master Special Education Framework
  - Development and Characteristics of Learners (approximately 14%)
    - I.A Human development and behavior
    - I.B Theoretical approaches to student learning and motivation
    - I.C Basic characteristics and defining factors for each of the major disability categories
    - I.D Impact of disabilities on individuals, families, and society across the life span
    - I.E Impact of language, cultural, and gender differences on the identification process
    - I.F Co-occurring conditions
    - I.G How family systems contribute to the development of individuals with disabilities
    - I.H Environmental and societal influences on student development and achievement
  - Planning and the Learning Environment (approximately 17%)
  - Instruction (approximately 17%)
  - Assessment (approximately 14%)
  - Foundations and Professional Responsibilities (approximately 13%)
  - Integrated Constructed-response Questions (approximately 25%)
  - Alignments not in Praxis

Core-LX

- Import CASE

• Core-LX imported CASE frameworks to drive curriculum design and mastery reporting
Mastery of CASE competencies captured in CLR

Badge CASE Standards Tags

Open Badge

Learning Object CASE Standards Tags

LTI Learning Object Repository
Test Prep Demo
Business Value

- Reduces cost to provide coaching
- Simplifies the teacher/student experience
- Provides for greatly enhanced reporting
- Formalizes the evaluation criteria
- Measuring impacts on pass rates
- Enables on-going community of practice for support